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Abstract 
The tensor product of graphs G1 and G2 is defined to be G= (V,E) where V = V(Gl ) x 
V(G2) and edge ((x~,.YI),(x~,Yz)) EE whenever (xI,xz)EE(GI) and (yl,yz)~E(G2). We use 
GI(Tp)G2 to denote G. This paper establishes the bandwidth of the tensor product of a path 
with a path, a cycle with a path, and a cycle with a cycle. Optimal numberings to achieve each 
of these bandwidths are provided. 
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1. Introduction and terminology 
All graphs are assumed to be undirected, simple, and finite. For graph G, V(G) 
denotes the set of vertices of G, and E(G) denotes the set of edges of G. 
Bandwidth on graphs, and the analogous problem of bandwidth on matrices, has 
been studied since the early 19.50s (see [2]). Following the notation of [2, lo], we may 
define bandwidth as follows. Let G = (V, E) be a graph on n vertices. A l-l mapping 
f:V -+ {1,2,...,n} will b e called a proper numbering of G. The bandwidth of u 
proper numbering f of G, denoted Bf(G), is the number 
max{ 1 f(u) - f (tl)l : edge UZ) E E}, 
and the bandwidth of G, denoted B(G), is the number 
min{Bf(G) : f is a proper numbering of G}. 
A proper numbering f of G is an optimal numbering of G if B/(G) = B(G). 
The decision problem corresponding to finding the bandwidth of an arbitrary graph 
was shown to be NP-complete in [12]. In [8] it was shown that the problem is NP- 
complete even for trees of maximum degree 3. A number of upper and lower bounds are 
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known which relate bandwidth to various graph invariants; however, the exact value of 
the bandwidth is only known for a few classes of graphs. Ref. [2] contains a number 
of survey results pertaining to solved problems and to bounds on bandwidth. Some 
bandwidths are immediate such as that for K,,, P,,, C,,, KI,~ and others. Bandwidth 
results are known for the Cartesian product of certain graphs (see [9, 6]), for the 
sum of certain graphs (see [lo]), for the composition of certain graphs (see [4]) and 
for the corona of certain graphs (see [3]). This paper provides the bandwidth of the 
tensor product of certain graphs. See [I] for background on the tensor product of 
graphs. 
For S C V(G), s denotes V(G) - S and dS denotes the set of vertices in S adjacent 
to those in 3. p(G) denotes / V(G)] and D(G) is the diameter of G. The following 
propositions are used in the proofs that follow. 
Proposition 1 (Harper [9]). For any connected graph G, 
For proper numbering f, let Sf,, = {u E V(G) : f(u) < t}. Then Propositions 2 and 
3 follow directly from Proposition 1. 
Proposition 2. Let f be an optimal proper numbering of connected graph G. Then 
for tE{1,2,..., P(G)), W,,,l d B(G). 
Proposition 3. Let f be an optimal proper numbering of connected graph G. Then 
for t E { 42,. . . , p(G)}, lLSf,,( d B(G). 
Proposition 4 (Chvital [5] and Chvatalova et al. [7]). If G is a connected graph, then 
B(G) 2 [(P(G) - l)/D(G)l 
Proposition 5 (Weichsel [13]). Let G = G1(Tp)G2 for connected graphs G1 and Gz. 
Then G is connected if and only if GI or GZ has an odd cycle. 
Proposition 6 (Miller [l I]). Let G = GI(T~)Gz for connected graphs G1 and G2. 
Then G consists of exactly two components if and only ly G1 and G2 are both 
bipartite. 
In the following sections when discussing GI(T~)Gz for Gi and G2 paths or cycles, 
we assume the vertices of Gi and G2 are identified in a natural manner as follows. 
In the case of a path the vertices are identified sequentially proceeding from one end 
vertex of the path to the other. In the case of a cycle, vertices are identified by choosing 
a start vertex vi, then proceeding around the cycle in one direction with vi, 02,. . , v,,. 
Also, (i,j) is used to denote vertex (vi, uj) E V(G1(T,)G2). 
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Fig. 1. Optimal numbering of G1 from Px(l”,,)Pg 
2. Path with path 
Theorem 1. Let G = P,(T,)P,,, with m 3 n. Then 
1yn = 1, 
if n=2, 
if n 2 3. 
Proof. When n = 1, G becomes a collection of isolated points, so B(G) = 0. When 
n = 2, G becomes 2 disjoint paths, so B(G) = 1. 
Now we consider the case where n 3 3. Then, by Propositions 5 and 6, G must 
consist of exactly two components. Let Gt be the component containing (1,l); then 
p( Gi ) = [mn/21 and D(Gi ) = m - 1. By Proposition 4, B(Gl) 2 [( [mn/21 - l)/(m - 
111 = r<n+ 1 I/21 for n >, 3. Consider f, a simple row by row sequential numbering of 
Gi as in Fig. 1. Then B/(Gl)= [(ti + 1)/21 ===+ B(Gl)= [(H + 1)/21. In a similar way 
we see that B(G2) = [(n + 1)/21 also. Thus, B(G) = [(n + 1)/21. An optimal numbering 
may assign the vertices of Gi the integers 1,. , [mn/21 and assign the vertices of GI 
the integers [mn/21 + 1,. . . , mn. q 
3. Cycle with path 
Theorem 2. Let G = C,(T,)P,, where m is even. Then 
ifn= 1, 
ifm=2andn>2, 
ifm>4andn=2, 
min{m/2+l,n+l} ifm34andn>3. 
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Fig. 2. Optimal numbering of G1 from Cs(TP)Ps 
Proof. When n = 1 G is a collection of isolated points, so B(G) = 0. In all other cases 
G consists of exactly 2 components, by Propositions 5 and 6. When n = 2 and m > 4 
G is two disjoint cycles, so B(G) = 2. When m = 2, G becomes two disjoint paths, so 
B(G) = 1. 
For m 2 4 and n 2 3 let Gi be the component of G containing (1,l). Then p(Gt ) = 
mn/2 and 
D(Gi) = 
{ 
n - 1 if n > m/2, 
ml2 if n < m/2. 
Case 1: Assume n > m/2. Then by Proposition 4, we have B(G1) 2 [(mn/2- l)/(n- 
1)1 = m/2 + 1. Consider proper numbering f of Gt with f( 1,1) = 1, f(3,l) = 2, 
f(m-1,1)=3, f(5,1)=4, f(m-3,1)=5, etc.; f(2,2)=m/2+1, f(m,2)=m/2+3, 
f(4,2) = m/2 + 5, etc.; see Fig. 2. Clearly, Bf(G, ) = m/2 + 1. Therefore B(G1) = 
m/2 + 1. With a similar numbering we see that B(G2) = m/2 + 1, therefore, in Case 1, 
B(G) = m/2 + 1. 
Case 2: Assume IZ d m/2. Let Gi be the component of G containing (1,l). De- 
fine row i, Ri of Gi as Rj = {(i,j) : 1 < j < n and (i,j) E V(Gi )}, and define col- 
umn j, Cj, of Gi as Cj = {(i,j) : 1 < i < m and (i,j) E V(Gi)}. By Proposition 4 we 
have B(G1) B [(mn/2 - l)/(m/2)1 = n. C onsider proper numbering f (as in Fig. 3) 
that numbers Gt. RI gets integers 1,. . . , [n/21 sequentially, left to right, Rz gets inte- 
gers [n/21 + 1,. . . ,n sequentially, left to right, R, gets integers n + 1,. . . ,n + [n/21 
sequentially, left to right, R3 gets integers n + [n/21 -t 1,. . . ,2n sequentially, left 
to right, etc. Note that B/(Gi ) = n + 1. Thus, the only 2 possibilities for B(Gl ) 
are n and n + 1. For S C V(G, ), define the left-shift of S, LS(S), as LS(S) = 
{(i,j) : (i,j)~ V(GI) and j d JRi n 81). Then, for each SC V(Gl), ILS(S)j = 1s) 
and it is clear that ld(LS(S))( d IdSI. Th en for any proper numbering f of Gi, 
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Fig. 3. Optimal numbering of G1 from Clo(Tp)P4 
we have lWW~,l))l < laSf,~l, lWW~,d)l d Wf,zl, . . . . IPw(~f,~V(G,)-l))l G 
lcIS,, ~~(G)i)l - 1 I. Therefore, given any optimal numbering f of Gi, there is a cor- 
responding optimal numbering such that every numbered subset of vertices is its own 
left shift. We call this type of optimal numbering an optimal left-shif numbering. Let 
f be an optimal left-shift numbering of Gi . We now assume that B/(Gi ) = n and use 
Propositions 2 and 3 to show that this always leads to a contradiction. 
Claim. f must number some complete row before numbering any complete column. 
Assume, to the contrary, that f numbers some complete column before any complete 
row is numbered. Let t be the integer that completes the numbering of the first such 
complete column. Then ~(SJ-,,) 2 m/2 > n. Thus, the claim is established. 
Let t be the integer that completes Ri, the first row to be completely numbered. First 
we assume that i is odd. Either t = [n/21 or t > [n/21. If t = [n/21 and n is even then 
Ia(Sf,,)l = n and I~(S~,,+I)I 2 n + 1 > n. - 
If t = [n/21 and n is odd then I?J(Sf,,)l = n + 1 and either la(Sf,,+i)\ > n + 1 or 
IdSf++il 2 n + 1. 
If t > [n/21 and n is even then [8(G)( > n. 
If t > [n/2] and rz is odd, let r be the number that f uses to complete numbering 
the second complete row. Then either la(Sf,,+l)l 2 n+ 1 > n or lB~,,+il > n+ 1 > n. 
Next we assume that i is even. Either t = 1421 or t > \n/2]. If t = Ln/2] and n is 
odd then Ia(S,,,)l = n + 1 > n. 
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If t = jn/2] and n is even then /dS~-,~+i 1 = n + 1 > n. 
If t > [n/2J then ja(S,,,+i)I 3 n + 1 > n. 
Therefore, all possibilities have been ruled out and we must have Bf(Gi) > n + 
B(Gi)=n+l. In a similar manner we find that, in Case 2, B(Gz)=n+l * B(G)=n+l. 
Combining Cases 1 and 2 we have B(G) = m/2 + 1 if n > m/2 and B(G) = n + 1 if 
n d m/2. Therefore, for m even, m > 4, and n 3 3 we have B(G)= min {m/2+1,n+l}. 
0 
Theorem 3. Let G = C,(T,)P, where m is odd. Then 
ifm=l orn=l, 
ifm33 andn=2, 
min{m+l,n+l} ifm33 andna3. 
Proof. Either m = 1 or n = 1 will cause G to be a collection of isolated points, so 
B(G) = 0. When m > 3 and n = 2, G becomes a cycle with 2m vertices, so B(G) = 2. 
Now assume that m > 3 and n 3 3. In this case, by Proposition 5, G consists 
of a single connected component. However, G is isomorphic to Gt, the component 
containing (1, l), from C2,(Tp)Pm. Therefore, B(Gl) = min{(2m)/2 + 1,n + l} + 
B(G)=min{m+ l,n+ l}. 0 
4. Cycle with cycle 
Theorem 4. Let G=C,(T,)C, where m 3 n > 4 and m,n are even. Then B(G)=n+ 1. 
Proof. By Propositions 5 and 6, G must consist of two components. We consider 
Gi, the component containing (l,l). Define the rows, Ri, and the columns, Cj, of Gt 
as in the proof of Theorem 2. Consider numbering f of Gi as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Clearly, Bf(Gl) = n + 1. (In fact, f(( m,n)) - f(( 1,1)) = n + 1 for each such Gi.) 
Therefore B(Gl) < n + 1. Let g be an optimal numbering of Gt . Then g must either 
number all vertices of some row before numbering all vertices of any column or 
g must number all vertices of some column before numbering all vertices of any 
row. 
Case 1: Assume that g completes the numbering of some column before any row 
is completely numbered. Let t be the largest integer used when numbering the first 
completed column. Then either t = m/2 or t > m/2. If t = m/2 then laS,,,l = m and 
/a&+, I 3 m + 1 ===+ B,(Gl) 3 m + 1 3 n + 1. If t > m/2 * either IaS,,,\ 2 m + 1 
or j&S,,, / 3 m + 1, therefore, in all situations B,(G, ) > m + 1 Z n + 1. 
Case 2: Assume that g completes the numbering of some row before completing 
the numbering of any column. As in Case 1, let t be the largest integer used when 
numbering the first completed row. Then, by an argument similar to that in Case 1, 
we must have B,(Gl) > n + 1. 
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Fig. 4. Optimal numbering of GI from Clo(T,)Cg 
Combining the results in Cases 1 and 2 we see that B(Gt ) 2 n + 1 ==+ B(G1 )=n+ I. 
Numbering G2 from {mn/2 + 1,. . . , mn} in the same order as the optimal numbering 
of Gt , establishes that B(G2) = n + 1. Therefore B(G) = n + 1. 0 
Theorem 5. Let G = C,,,(T,)C,, where m is odd and IZ is even, then B(G) = 
min{n + 1,2m + l}. 
Proof. By Proposition 5, G consists of a single connected component. However, G 
is isomorphic to Gt the component containing (1,1) from Cz,( T,,)C,,. Since both 2m 
and n are even the same numbering used for Gt in the proof of Theorem 4 may be 
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Fig. 5. Optimal numbering of C7(TP)C5. 
used for G. However, if 2m < n, the columns of C2,,,(r,)C,, become the rows in the 
numbering and the rows of C&(T,,)C, become the columns. Therefore, we see that 
B(G) = IZ + 1 if 2m > n and B(G) = 2m + 1 otherwise. 0 
Theorem 6. Let G = C,,,(Tp)C, where both m and n are odd and m > n 2 3. Then 
B(G) = 2n + 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 5, G consists of a single connected component. We first develop 
a numbering f so that B,-(G)=2n + 1. We define the rows and columns of G as in the 
proof of Theorem 2. f first numbers RI, then Rz, then R,, then R3, then R,_I, etc. The 
problem is to find a numbering strategy within each row that causes the number of the 
jth vertex in Ri to differ from the number of the (j - 1 )th vertex, and from the number 
of the (j+ 1)th vertex (with carryover from column n to column 1 ), of Ri-1 and Ri+l by 
no more than 2n + 1, for each 1 < j < n and for each 1 < i < m (with carryover from 
row m to row 1). The following two circular order vectors will meet this condition. 
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A,,=(a~=1,a~=n-1,a~=3,a~=n-3,a~=5,...,a,_~=4,a,-~=n-2,a,_~=2,a,=n) 
and B, = the reverse of A,,. For example, for n = 13 we have 
A,3= (1 12 3 10 5 8 7 6 9 4 11 2 13) 
B,3= (13 2 11 4 9 6 7 8 5 10 3 12 1). 
Note that in all cases the jth element of A, differs from the (j - I)th element, and 
from the (j+l)th element, of B, by no more than 1. Thus, ,f numbers row 1 with 
order A,,, rows 2 and m with order B,, rows 3 and m - 1 with order A,, etc.; see 
Fig. 5 for an example. Then it is clear that Bf(G) = 2n + 1. 
Now we show that B(G) 2 2n + 1. Assume that g is an optimal numbering of 
G. If g completes the numbering of some column before completing the numbering 
of any row, we find (following the method in the proof of Theorems 2 and 4) that 
By(G) 3 2m+ 1 >, 2n + 1. If g completes the numbering of some row before completing 
the numbering of any column we find that B,(G) > 2n + 1, but Bf(G) = 2n + 1 ===F 
B(G)=2n+ 1. 0 
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